Consider the inverse bin-packing number problem. Given a set of items and a prescribed number K of bins, the inverse bin-packing number problem, IBPN for short, is concerned with determining the minimum perturbation to the itemsize vector so that all the items can be packed into K bins or less. It is known that this problem is NP-hard (Chung, 2012 ) . In this paper, we investigate some special cases of IBPN that can be solved in polynomial time. We propose an optimal algorithm for solving the IBPN instances with two distinct item sizes and the instances with large items.
INTRODUCTION
The minimum bin-packing problem is one of the most widely studied problem in combinatorial optimization. Given a set of items, the task is to pack all the items into a minimum number of identical bins so that the sum of the item sizes in each bin does not exceed the bin capacity. It is well known that the minimum binpacking problem is NP-hard in the strong sense (Garey and Johnson, 1979) . In this research note, we consider an interesting variant of the minimum bin-packing problem defined as follows. Given a set X of n items, each having size x i , {1, , } i n ∈ L (let x=(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ) be a vector with n item sizes), fix a positive integer bin number K. The objective is to determine a new item-size vector x′ such that all the items can be packed into K bins or less, and the discrepancy from the original itemsize vector x is minimum under a fixed norm. This problem can be seen as an inverse counterpart of the minimum bin-packing problem with the feasibility criterion, called the inverse bin-packing number problem (Chung, 2012) .
Given an instance of an optimization problem and a prescribed value K, inverse number problems are concerned with determining the minimum perturbation to the original instance so that the resulting instance admits an optimal solution of value K or less. Recently, there are several papers discussing inverse number problems, see e.g., (Chung, 2012; Chung et al., 2008 Chung et al., , 2013 Heuberger, 2004) . In particular, the inverse bin-packing number problem, IBPN for short, has been studied in (Chung, 2012) , and the status of complexity and approximability is settled for the inverse bin-packing number problem. In fact, it is shown in (Chung, 2012 
is NP-hard and that IBPN under the L 1 -norm admits an input dependent, asymptotic approximation algorithm.
The intractability, i.e., the NP-hardness of IBPN provides a motivation for detecting some particular instances of IBPN that can be polynomially solved. In this research note, we extend the work of Chung (2012) by investigating the polynomially tractable cases of IBPN under the L 1 -norm. We restrict our attention to the instances with a constant number of different item sizes, and the instances with a lower bound for item sizes.
This note is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with IBPN instances where there are only two different item sizes. Section 3 is devoted to IBPN instances where item sizes are all greater than 1/3 of the bin capacity. We propose an efficient algorithm for solving each of these instances. Section 4 concludes the paper by providing research ideas for future research.
IBPN WITH TWO DISTINCT ITEM SIZES
In this section, we deal with IBPN instances where there are only two distinct item sizes, either x 1 or x 2 . Given K bins of capacity B and n items of size x 1 or x 2 , the problem, denoted by
, IBPN x x is concerned with decreasing some item sizes so that a feasible packing with K bins is ensured and the modification is minimum. We assume that 1 2 0 x x B < < ≤ and that new item sizes should have a value of 0, x 1 or x 2 . Given n items, let n 1 and n 2 be the number of items of size x 1 and x 2 , respectively. Let ∈ means that m 1 items of size x 2 and m 2 items of size x 2 can be packed in a same bin. Let P be the integer hull of the points in Q. Then, all vertices of P can be computed in (log ) O B time by using Harvey's Algorithm (Harvey, 1999) .
By using the following result (McCormick et al., 2001) , we devise a polynomial-time algorithm for solving
IBPN . 
We briefly describe how our algorithm works.
, determine the set M of the points contained in P by using Harvey's Algorithm (Harvey, 1999) :
which realizes the minimum modification.
Clearly, the above algorithm optimally solves
in fact, it computes exhaustively all possible solutions and returns the one with minimum value.
Proposition 1:
time, where n is the number of the items and B is the bin capacity.
IBPN WITH LARGE ITEMS
In this section, we consider IBPN instances where item sizes are all greater than B/3 (B is the bin capacity). In such particular instances, packing three items in a same bin always exceeds the bin capacity. For a fixed constant K, if there are more than 3K items, then IBPN with large items is trivially solved, and the total modification is given by are possible, and the complete enumeration solves the problem in constant time. Here, we propose an efficient algorithm for solving IBPN with large items, faster than the complete enumeration.
The algorithm we propose is implemented in four steps: First Fit Decreasing-fitting, 2) Greedy adding, Bin grouping, and Item exchanging.
FFD-fitting:
1-1. Compute by using FFD an optimal 3) bin-packing for the given instance: let λ (FFD) be the number of bins used by FFD. 1-2. If ≥ K λ (FFD), then no modification is needed. 1-3. If < K λ (FFD), then select K bins such that the total sum of the sizes of the items packed is as large as possible. Let Y X ⊂ be the set of items that cannot be packed in such K bins. Then, any of item in Y cannot be added to a bin without exceeding the bin capacity. 1-4. Return the K selected bins; we call this solution the FFD-solution. 
2.Greedy
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A % is the set of bins containing two items whose sum of sizes exceeds the bin capacity B. B % is the set of bins with two items whose sum does not exceed B and C % is the one with three items. D % is the set of bins containing only one item.
Item exchanging 4-1. Apply a subroutine, Exchange (b, c).

4-2. Apply a subroutine, Exchange (a, b).
The algorithms Exchange (a, b) and Exchange (b, c) are devised to improve the use of spaces in bins of B, % i.e., to minimize the empty spaces remaining in bins of B. % These two algorithms stop when there is no empty space in bins of type B % or there is no pair of bins satisfying the exchange conditions. Exchange (b, c) is concerned with item exchange between two bins, ≥ and a 2 > b 2 , then we exchange the item a 1 with b 1 . Once an item exchange is executed, return to the bin grouping step and repeat this till the termination condition is satisfied. The running time of these algorithms is bounded by the number of bins in B. % Here, we provide five lemmas which are useful for proving the optimality of our algorithm. For the conciseness of the paper, we omit the proofs. % can produce either two bins belonging to A, % or one bin in B % and the other in C. % The number of bins belonging to B % reduces by one in the first case while it remains the same in the second case. Let b 2 be an item exchanged with c 1 . Then, by construction of the algorithm, b 1 will never return to any bin in B. % Hence, the subroutine Exchange (b, c) is repeated at most max {| B % |, | C % |} times.
Any favorable item exchange between a A ∈ % and b B ∈ % yields two bins belonging to A. % So, whenever an item exchange between a and b is executed, the number of bins belonging to B % reduces by one. Hence, the subroutine Exchange (a, b) is repeated at most | B % | times.
Since FFD requires ( log ) O n n time, our algorithm runs in time ( log
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this research note, we have investigated some polynomially solvable cases of the inverse bin-packing problem which is in general NP-hard. In particular, we considered IBPN instances with two item sizes, and proposed a polynomial time algorithm for optimally 5) Every item permutation with three items among A, B % % and C % is made up with two consecutive item exchanges; for example by item exchange between A % and C, % and then item exchange between B % and C. % Chung: Management Science and Financial Engineering Vol 19, No 1, May 2013, pp.25-28, © 2013 KORMS 28 solving such instances. However, our algorithm does not work if there are three or more different item sizes. An efficient algorithm for such instances needs to be studied. We also considered IBPN instances with large items (having size greater than B/3) and devised an efficient algorithm based on FFD. In our future research, we will show that IBPN restricted to items of bounded sizes is closely related to the problem of finding a minimum cost graph partition into K cliques of bounded sizes. Developing a faster algorithm for IBPN will contribute to the efficient solution for the latter problem.
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